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ABSRACT 
By focusing on the structural elements particularly the evaluative devices by (Labov & Waletzky, 

1967) and (Peterson & McCabe, 1991), this study examined how the Kurdish participants’ narrative 

discourse deviate from the target language discourse, and how this deviation is explained in line with the 

cultural discourse strategies in both types of discourse (Kurdish and English).  This study analyzed the 

frog narratives told by the EFL Kurdish participants (in Kurdish and English) and the American 

speakers with special attention on the narrative length, narrative structure and evaluative devices. The 

findings from the T-test and MANOVA statistics revealed cross-cultural patterns of differences between 

the narratives told by the Kurdish and the American speakers. Generally, the narratives told by the 

American participants were longer than those told by the Kurdish participants in both Kurdish and 

English. The American speakers elicited narratives with frequent evaluation. Conversely, the Kurdish 

participants constructed narratives with higher number of durative (descriptive) clauses, orientation and 

repetition. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

s a Kurdish EFL (English as a foreign 

language) lecturer, I first become 

interested in investigating oral narratives related 

to cultural groups because my students produced 
narratives in the target language conversations 

which encountered problems at the discourse 

level. When constructing their narratives, my 
students used an interlanguage. They made a 

number of strategical and lexical errors in their 

English language conversational narratives. One 
possible way to explore relative to my students 

narratives told in English language is “language 

transfer”. It would seem that there is the effect of 

the first mother tongue language transference on 
the second language narratives told in English by 

Kurdish students. The term transfer is used to 

indicate the passing on of the forms and 
meanings of the native language and culture to 

the second language and culture 

(Selinker&Gass, 1991, p.1). Culture plays an 
important role in second language acquisition.  

Kang (2003: 123) argued that acquiring the 

competence of a second language does not 

merely require the second language learners to 
internalize its grammar and vocabulary but they 

need to master its discourse norms and rules too. 
To put it another way, second language learners  

must realize the “real language, used by real 

people in real contexts both in written and 

spoken modes, rather than artificially created 
sentences and texts” (Akpinar, 2012:256). This 

is considered as an obstacle for the EFL learners 

as they probably fail to meet the cultural norms 
and strategies of the target language. Although 

advanced Kurdish EFL learners have seldom 

committed mistakes on the sentence level, and 
commit grammatical mistakes, they are unable to 

produce a longer discourse as stories which 

sound natural and easy to native speakers of 

English. This study is not concerned to discourse 
errors and mistakes. Thus it is important to 

explore what Kurdish EFL learners are missing 

in terms of discourse styles in English, in order 
to help them to be more competent learners in 

the target language in this case English language 

and culture. In this respect, a narrative is a 
crucial tool that index‟s the learners‟ 

communicative competence and underpins 

discourse problems, particularly since narrative 

reflects social values and cultural habits that may 
vary within different cultures (Mc Cabe 

&Peterson, 1991). Since the Kurdish language is 
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different from the English language in terms of 

its grammar system, vocabulary, style, cultural 

norms and discourse strategies, one can predict 

that some Kurdish EFL learners will encounter 
difficulty in producing narrative discourse in 

English language. So far no study has 

investigated how such learners‟ narrative 
production differs from the native speakers‟ 

narratives. The aim of this study is to investigate 

how Kurdish learners‟ oral narrative discourse 
differs from that of English and their Kurdish 

cultural background may be evident in their 

performance in English. 

 

2. CULTURE SPECIFITY OF NARRATIVE 

DISCOURSE 

 
The importance of narrative discourse in 

investigating the learners‟ communicative 

competence is long been emphasized by some 
researchers and among them are (Sage &Wilde, 

2007). They suggest that it is hard for second 

language children  “to make the shift between 

their informal language to a formal mode in 
which they are able to use narrative skills to both 

process large quantities of talk and produce a 

coherent response and thereby access the 
curriculum” (p.681). Children acquire narrative 

discourse forms in their early stages (McCabe 

&Peterson, 1991) constructing a basic type of 

discourse that is considered differently in 
different cultures (Bruner, 1990). Research on 

parent-child talk and mother-child dyads 

emphasized on the ways parents socializing their 
children into memberships in their culture by 

modeling the narrative constructs that it values 

(Blum-Kulka, 1993; Melzi, 2000; Mullen&Yi 
1995; and Peterson&McCabe, 1992). Miami 

&McCabe (1995) examined mothers and 

children forms of narratives of Japanese and 

English speaking and found that their narrative 
styles are different culturally. Japanese mothers 

requested proportionally less description from 

their children, gave less evaluation and displayed 
more verbal attention to children than did the 

American mothers. In their study on the 

comparison between the Korean and Caucasian 
where adults engaged children in a process of 

“co-constructing memories”, Mullen &Yi 

(1995), showed differences in the narrative 

discourse produced by both groups where the 
Caucasian dyads engaged in talk about past 

events more frequently than the Korean dyads. 

Also there were content differences. Caucasian 
adults report earlier childhood memories than 

Asians. Cultural differences come to the fore. 

Bllum-Kulka (1993) explored the cultural 

diversity in the dinner-table conversation 

narrative events of the middle –class Jewish-
American and Israeli families. American 

families locate the talk outside the home close in 

time. Israeli families told stories more distant in 
time but close to home. Israeli families shared 

stories that were circular around the family „us‟ 

as protagonist. However, American families 
claimed access to story ownership through 

familiarity celebrating monologic performances 

but Israelis ownership was achievable through 

polyphonic participation in the telling. 
Examining the cultural variations in the narrative 

elicitation styles between Spanish-speaking 

central Americans and English speaking 
European American, Melzi (2000) indicated  that 

central and European American mothers 

emphasized different aspects of narrative 
interaction. Central American elicitation style 

put greater focus on conversational narrative 

aspect, whereas European American mothers‟ 

style focused more on organizational narrative 
aspects of interaction. All these research show 

that “children are socialized by older members 

of the culture to acquire the appropriate norms 
and language forms needed to produce culturally 

appropriate narrative discourse” (Kang, 2003, 

p.129) 

 

3. CROSS-CULTURAL STUDIES OF 

NARRATIVES 

 
Studies have shown cross-cultural differences 

in the narrative styles in terms of evaluation 

function and narrative structure 
(Labov&Waletzky, 1969). Evaluation function 

of narrative has been clarified by Labov (1972) 

as the emotional assessment and attitudes 

conveyed by the narrator towards the events in 
the narrative. This attitude reveals the narrator‟s 

feelings and thoughts towards the events and the 

participants through a variety of linguistics 
strategies such as repetition, intensifiers 

(qualifiers and quantifiers), adverbs, 

onomatopoeia, reported speech and thorough the 
narrator‟s explicit (external) evaluation 

comments (e.g: I am very serious) (Labov, 

1972). Generally, cross-cultural studies on the 

elicitation of evaluative devices in the narratives 
suggested that the differences lie in the amount 

of the inclusion of the evaluative devices in 

narratives across different cultures and 
languages. For instance, in their study, Kuntay 
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&Nakamura (1993) showed that the Turkish and 

Japanese narrators did not use explicit evaluative 

comments, which contrasts with the findings of 

Bamberg & DamradFrye (1991) where the 
native Americans speakers used frequent 

evaluative devices. 

The other narrative dimension that underpins 
cross-cultural differences is the narrative 

structure Labov (1972). A number of studies 

have shown variation in narrative structure 
cross-culturally, such as the studies on the 

structure of the narratives by: Japanese and 

English speakers in Miami&McCabe (1995), 

Taiwanese and British speakers in Chang (2008), 
Eurepean-American in Peterson &McCabe 

(1993), African-American in Heath (1983), 

Venezuelan in Shiro (1998) and Andean Spanish 
and Ameican speakers in Uccelli (2008). Uccelli 

(2008) examined Andean-Spanich speaking 

children‟s temporality in the construction of 
narratives. The Andean Spanish speaking 

children‟s narratives showed functional 

deviation from the time line of the real events 

and included independed stories connected 
within the boundaries of the single narrative, 

unlike the American children whose narratives 

were sequentially organized and a no ne to one 
narrative story scheme. 

Overall, all the aforementioned studies 

foreground cross-cultural differences in the 

narrative style and reveal particular discourse 
style that is valued in each culture and language. 

Thus studying narrative discourse gives a rich 

view on the particular discourse styles preferred 
in a particular culture and the narrators‟ 

discourse competence in a particular language 

and culture. Thus narrative discourse is an 
essential tool to study foreign language learners‟ 

knowledge about the socio-cultural norms and 

preferred style of the discourse in the target 

language and culture. Yet, less attention is given 
to the study of the foreign language learners‟ 

narrative competence in terms of utilization of it 

in specific cultural strategies. 
 

4. STUDIES IN FOREIGN LANGUAGE 

NARRATIVES 
 

Studies on the foreign and second language 

learners‟ narratives have shown the deviant 

forms of narrative discourse produced by L2 
learners from the target language and have 

shown the effect of language transfer on their 

narrative discourse in the target language. Chang 
(2008) in her cross-cultural study on the 

similarity and differences in the Mandarin and 

English Frog narratives found that there are 

some cultural variance between the narratives 

produced by Taiwanese and British English 
speakers. In his comparison of the structures of 

the Japanese and English narratives told by the 

EFL American learners of Japanese, Maeno 
(1996) found that the participants‟ awareness of 

the preferred discourse style in English of 

Japanese enabled them to elicit more action-
oriented narratives in English and more 

outcome-oriented narratives in Japanese. 

Ordo´n˜ ez (2000) studied the oral narratives 

produced by the Spanish-English monolinguals 
and Spanish-English bilingual adolescents 

adopting the Frog story prompt. Ordonez found 

similarities in various narrative features in 
bilinguals‟ skills in Spanish and English and 

concluded that the first language helps the 

acquisition of the target language. In a similar 
vein Akinci (2001) found few differences in the 

use of the narrative structural components in the 

narratives told by Turkish-French bilingual 

children‟s oral frog story in the two languages. 
Peterson (2001) in contrast, found that Spanish –

English bilingual children‟s oral frog narratives 

included fewer mental verbs mention in either 
language than monolingual Spanish or English 

speaking children. Kang (2003) compared the 

Frog narratives told by the EFL Korean speakers 

and the American native speakers and indicated 
variations in the narrative discourse of the two 

groups. It was found that the American speakers 

elicited more amounts of explicit evaluation than 
the Korean speakers. 

The studies mentioned above showed 

similarities and differences between the narrative 
style preferred in different languages including 

Turkish, English, Spanish, Mandarin and 

Korean. However, to the best of the researcher‟s 

knowledge no study yet has explored the 
narratives told by Kurdish speakers‟ oral frog 

story narrative discourse. Further, there is no 

existing literature on the Kurdish EFL learner‟s 
narrative discourse in English, although it is 

highly predictable that they would encounter 

difficulties, as their native language (Kurdish) is 
culturally different from English. It is so likely 

that the EFL Kurdish learners will repeat the 

information in their Kurdish and English 

narratives more than the native English speakers. 
This will lead the Kurdish participants to elicit 

oral frog story English narratives that deviate 

from the native speakers‟ narrative discourse. 
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5. THE IMPORTANCE OF STUDYING 

FOREIGN LANGUAGE LEARNERS’ 

NARRATIVES 

 
Research on first language narrative area has 

suggested that the oral narratives are important 

components for pragmatic skills in the target 
language (Gottman&Parker, 1986; Norick, 

2001). Therefore, by examining foreign 

language learners‟ oral narrative discourse, we 
can underpin the areas of difficulty they may 

experience in the target language pragmatic 

discourse (Kang, 2003). Studies have also shown 

that the relationship between the oral narrative 
skills and other language skills such as 

comprehension for first language acquirer 

(Beach, 1995; Cain& Oakhill, 1996; Griffin, 
1998;Hemphill1999; Klecan-Aker & Garaway, 

1997) and second/foreign language learners 

(Bensoussan, 1990 and Horbia,1990). For 
example, Cain & Oakhill (1996) examined how 

children‟s reading comprehension skill is related 

to their ability to tell stories based on picture 

prompts and showed that the children‟s ability to 
tell good stories is based on their knowledge of 

the story structure seem to play an important role 

in reading comprehension ability. Studies also 
have shown that cultural-specific background 

knowledge and inferences language upon the 

comprehension of second language written text 

(Kang, 1992). 
 

6. RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

 
1. What cultural differences can be found 

between American native English speakers‟ 

English and native Kurdish speakers‟ Kurdish 
oral narrative discourse? 

2. How are Kurdish native speakers‟ oral 

narratives in EFL (English as a foreign) different 

from the target norms that may be due to 
culturally specific narrative styles? 

3. Are any specifically Kurdish cultural 

strategies evident in Kurdish learners‟ English 
oral narratives? 

 

7. METHODOLOGY 

 

7.1 Participants  

In the current study, a sample of 36 oral frog 

narratives is analyzed. Twelve stories produced 
by twenty-year –old English native speakers 

(Americans) were collected by Virginia 

Marchman and Dan Slobin that are available for 
public use through the Child Language Data 

Exchange System (CHILDES). The other 24 

frog stories (12 in Kurdish and 12 in English) 

were produced by Kurdish University students 

studying in the Department of English (year 
four)/ College of Languages/ University of 

Duhok, within the age range from 20-26 years 

old. The rationale for choosing university 
students studying in English Department (year 

four) goes back to the fact that they have 

acquired most of their English language skills in 
that they have received eight years of formal 

compulsory EFL education (primary, secondary 

and high school) and 3 years of college in the 

Department of English for the academic year 
(2019-2020). 

7.2 Procedures 

The oral narratives in this study were elicited 
using the wordless picture book, “Frog, Where 

are you?” By Mercer Mayer (1969).This book 

was chosen to gain asymmetrical data that are 
reliable for comparison. This use of such prompt 

was particularly important for the participants 

recruited in this study as there has been no 

consensus on what the Kurdish adult narrative 
competence look like. By using Frog, Where are 

you? a widely used picture prompt by 

researchers in the narrative domain (Bamberg, 
1987; Berman & Slobin, 1994 and Chang, 

2008), the researcher intended to investigate 

Kurdish narratives characteristics which have 

been under scrutinized from this perspective 
before, in comparison to the American English 

native speakers.  

7.3 Transcription and categories of analysis 
To change the raw data to concrete material, 

the audiotaped of the Kurdish and English 

narratives were transcribed and coded into 
Excel. Each narrative was divided into clauses. 

As Berman and Slobin (1994) suggested, the 

clause is “more linguistically structured than the 

behavioral unit of an „utterance‟ but less 
determined by syntactic criteria than a „sentence‟ 

(p. 26). A clause is defined as “any unit that 

contains a unified predicate. By unified is meant 
a predicate that expresses a single situation 

(activity, event, or state). Predicates include 

finite and nonfinite verbs as well as predicate 
adjectives”(p. 660). This definition of clause is 

also applicable to Kurdish, so both Kurdish and 

English data were coded accordingly. After the 

analysis and coding of the narratives in the 
clause level, they are analyzed for the following 

features: 

Narrative length: Excel was used to measure the 
length of the narratives (the number of clauses). 
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Narrative structure: It was long stated previously 

by researchers that a „good‟ story comprises the 

following ((Labov & Waletzky, 1967; Peterson 

& McCabe, 1983): 
Orientation: Clauses that described the context 

of the narrative (place, time and participants) 

were coded as orientation. 
Appendages: Clauses that served to signal the 

beginning (abstract) or the end of the narrative 

that summarized the story were coded as 
appendages. 

Events: Events and character actions that marked 

the plot of the story were coded as events. 

Duratives: Clauses which represented 
descriptive information related to who and what 

was involved in the events and where and when 

the events took place. 

Evaluations: Clauses that describe the narrator‟s 

point of view, including references to the mental 

state of characters, and narrators‟ individual 

stylistic ways of presenting information were 
coded as evaluations. 

I coded evaluation at two different levels in this 

research: one was under the narrative structure 
stage which was called the explicit evaluation 

(Labov, 1972) where the narrator stops the flow 

of the narrative and comment clearly on the 
events (e.g.: I am sad). There was also a separate 

evaluation stage which included any evaluative 

devices spreaded in any part of clauses with 

other narrative functions as well. Using an 
adaptation of Peterson and McCabe‟s (1983) 

classification, categories of separate evaluation 

stage included the ones in Table 1 bellow.
 

 

Table (1): Evaluative devices adapted from McCabe and Peterson‟s (1983) classification 

Expressions of emotions the boy is sad 

Mental state of the characters (i.e., expressions of cognitions or character intentions) the boy thought that ...” 

“she decided to...”, etc. 

 

Intensifiers He was very happy. 

Expressions of defeat of expectation/Negatives ..but there was no hope. 

Repetitions He screamed again and again. 

Hedges He was kind of confused. 

Direct and indirect reported speech 

 

“Where are you, frog?”, He asked the dog 

if he saw the frog” 

Character delineation the little boy 

 

Adverbs 

 

“. . . searching enthusiastically for his frog 

...” 

 

 

In terms of coding, the clause “he was very 
happy” was coded as an explicit evaluation in 

the narrative structure stage and also the 

evaluative devices like “very” was coded as an 

intensifier and (“happy”) as an expression of 
emotion in the evaluation stage. On the other 

hand, “he ran fast” was coded as an event for 

narrative structure but was also given credit for 
use of an adverb (“fast”) in the evaluation stage. 

7.4 Reliability of the coding 

In order to ensure the reliability of the 

coding, two sets of narratives from each group 
(i.e. two in English and two in Kurdish from the 

stories told by the EFL learners and two English 

narratives told by American native speakers) 
were selected randomly and given to two EFL 

lecturers specialized in English language to code 

these narratives for the structural and evaluative 

devices. The results of their coding were in 
harmony with that of the researcher. 

 

8. RESULTS 

 

8.1 Comparing native English speakers’ and 

Kurdish first language narratives: 

a. Narrative Length 
Table 2 below presents a comparison 

between the means and standard deviations for 

the narrative length (number of clauses) in the 

English native speakers‟ (NES) narratives and 
the EFL Kurdish participants Kurdish narratives 

(EFLKK). T-test was used to conduct the 

frequency of the variants. As Table 2 shows 
there is a significant difference between the 

narrative length of both groups (t=6.905, p= p < 

.01). The mean for the native English speakers‟ 
narrative clauses is 105.4286 while for the EFL 
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Kurdish speakers narrative clauses is 104.5000. 

This means that the Kurdish speakers told 

shorter narratives than the English speakers. This 

finding is in line with that of Kang‟s (2003) 

where the Korean speakers told shorter stories in 

Korean than the American speakers.

 
Table (2): Means and standard deviations for narrative length variables: Comparing the native English 

speakers‟ and the EFL Kurds‟ Kurdish narratives. 

 

NES                                            EFLKK 

(N = 14)                               (N = 14)                      t 

 Mean Mean  

 (SD) (SD)  

Clause 105.4286 104.5000 6.905** 

 (218.84547) (191.7164)  

˜p < .10 ∗p < .05 ∗∗p < .01 ∗∗∗p < .001 

 

 

b. Narrative structure: 
 

 

Table (3): Means and standard deviations for narrative structure variables, comparing the 

native English speakers‟ English narratives and the EFL Kurds‟ Kurdish narratives 

 

Mean                          Mean 

(SD)                            (SD) 

Orientation 39.06 44.42 20.34** 

 (39.68) (26.06)  

Appendages 36.06 38.92 3.3 ˜ 

 (43.92) (33.84)  

Event 447.56 328.42 1.88 ˜ 

 (538.02) (375.57)  

Duratives 76.56 153.42 8.21* 

 (13.34) (128.08)  

Evaluation 36.56 34.42 39.33*** 

 (43.22) (40.20)  

MANOVA Wilks’ Lambda   25.542** 

˜p < .10 ∗p < .05 ∗∗p < .01 ∗∗∗p < .001 

 

Table 3 presents the means and the standard 

deviations for five structural elements 
(orientation, appendages, events, duratives and 

evaluation) in the native English speakers‟ and 

the EFL Kurds‟ Kurdish narratives. The 
frequencies of the structural narrative elements 

were calculated by using MANOVA 

multivariate analysis. The statistics in Table 3 

suggest that there are significant differences in 
the two groups of narratives for three structural 

elements (F=25.542, p < .01). The statistical 

analysis showed that the EFLKK significantly 

included more orientation 44.42, than the NES 

39.06 (F=20.34, p < .01). Durative clauses also 
are used more frequently by EFLKK 153.42 than 

the NES 76.56 (F=8.21, p < .05). However, the 

NES contained more explicit evaluation 36.56 
than the EFLKK 34.42 (F=39.33, p < .001). This 

finding supports Kang‟s (2003) results where 

she found that the American participants elicited 

more explicit evaluation in their narratives than 
did the Korean speakers. 

c. Evaluative  devices:

 

 

 

 

    NES                       EFLKK                           
( N = 14) ( N = 14) F  
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Table 4: Means and standard deviations for the evaluative variables, comparing the native English 

speakers‟ English narratives and the EFL Kurds‟ Kurdish narratives 

 

Mean                          Mean 

(SD)                            (SD) 

Emotion 50.56 42.42 35.65** 

 (23.42) (28.89)  

Mental 38.56 33.42 5.77* 

 (40.391) (41.61)  

Intensifiers 61.06 47.92 1.02 

 (8.572) (21.11)  

Defeat/negative 54.06 50.92 66.09*** 

 (18.47) (16.86)  

Repetition 166.56 262.92 2.254* 

 (140.62) (282.94)  

Hedges 

 

Reported speech 

 

Delineation 

 

Adverbs 

 

 

 

MANOVA Wilks’ Lambda 

34.56 

(46.04) 

35.06 

(45.34) 

64.56 

(3.62) 

67.06 

(.08) 

31.42 

(44.44) 

31.92 

(31.92) 

42.92 

(28.18) 

32.42 

(43.03) 

 

52.30*** 

 

4.3 

 

54.4*** 

 

92.22*** 

 

 

 

85.56*** 

˜p < .10 ∗p < .05 ∗∗p < .01 ∗∗∗p < .001 

 

Table 4 displays the results of the means and 

standard deviations of the evaluative devices in 

the English native speakers‟ and the EFL Kurds‟ 
Kurdish narratives. The measurements of nine 

evaluative devices namely (emotions, mental, 

intensifies, negatives, delineation, repetitions, 

hedges, reported speech, delineation and 
adverbs) were conducted by using the 

MANOVA analysis. The multivariate analysis in 

Table 4 again shows a significant difference in 
the use of evaluative devices in NES and 

EFLKK (F= 85.56, p < .001). The MANOVA 

analysis indicates significant differences in the 
narratives told by the NES and EFLKK in terms 

of some evaluative devices such as (emotions, 

mental, negatives, hedges, delineation, repetition 

and adverbs). EFLKK used more frequent 

amounts of repetition in their Kurdish narratives 

than the American speakers. However, NES are 
more likely to use (emotions, mental, negatives, 

hedges, delineation and adverbs) more than the 

EFLKK. This finding supports that of Bamberg 

& Damrad Frye‟s (1991) findings where they 
discovered that the native American speakers 

elicited frequent evaluative devices in their 

stories. In the meantime, reported speech and 
intensifiers do not show any significant 

differences between the two groups of narratives 

8.2 Comparing native English speakers’ and 

EFL Kurds’ English language narratives: 

a. Narrative length:

 
Table 5: Means and standard deviations for narrative length variables, comparing the native English 

speakers‟ English narratives (NES) and the EFL Kurds‟ English narratives (EFLKE) 
 

                         NES                              EFLKE 

(N = 14)                                (N = 14)                    t 

 Mean Mean  

 (SD) (SD)  

Clause 105.4286 104.9284 6.892** 

 (218.8454) (170.6090)  

˜p < .10 ∗p < .05 ∗∗p < .01 ∗∗∗p < .001 

    NES                         EFLKK                           
( N = 14) ( N = 14) F  
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Table 5 shows the means and standard 

deviations of the narrative length in the native 

English speakers and the Kurds‟ narratives in 

English. The measurements were conducted by 
using a T-test analysis. The statistics in Table 5 

highlights a significant difference between the 

two groups of narratives (t=6.892, p < .01). NES 

included more narratives than the EFLKE 

(105.4286 and 104.9284) respectively. 

b. Narrative structure

 

 

Table 6: Means and standard deviations for narrative structure variables, comparing the native English 
speakers‟ and the EFL Kurds‟ English narratives 

 

Mean                          Mean 

(SD)                            (SD) 

Orientation 39.06 51.17 5.6* 

 (39.68) (11.56)  

Appendages 36.06 32.67 2.02˜ 

 (43.92) (37.72)  

Event 447.56 297.67 6.45* 

 (538.02) (337.03)  

Duratives 76.56 141.17 15.23** 

 (13.34) (115.71)  

Evaluation 36.56 32.17 34.9* 

 (43.22) (38.43)  

MANOVA Wilks’ Lambda   19.98** 

˜p < .10 ∗p < .05 ∗∗p < .01 ∗∗∗p < .001 

 

Table 6 presents the statistical results of the 

narrative structure in the English native 
speakers‟ and the EFL Kurdish speakers‟ 

English narratives. The frequencies for the five 

structural elements were measured by the 
MANOVA analysis. Five structural components 

are shown to be significantly different in both 

groups of narratives (F=19.98, p < .01). Similar 
to EFLKK, EFLKE included more instances of 

orientation 51.17 and durative (descriptive) 

clauses 141.17 than NES 39.06 and76.56 (F=5.6, 
p < .05) (F=15.23, p < .01) respectively. This 

result contradicts with Miami & McCabe‟s 

(1995) findings where they found that the 
American participants used more instances of 

descriptive clauses than the Japanese mothers. 

c. Evaluative devices:

 

 

Table 7: Means and standard deviations for evaluative variables, comparing the native English 

speakers‟ and the EFL Kurds‟ English narratives 

 

Mean                          Mean 

(SD)                            (SD) 

Emotion 50.56 42.17 23.2** 

 (23.42) (24.29)  

Mental 38.56 37.67 3.87 ˜ 

 (40.391) (30.65)  

Intensifiers 61.06 59.67 1.98 

 (8.572) (0.45)  

Defeat/negative 54.06 42.67 7.8* 

 (18.47) (23.58)  

Repetition 166.56 244.67 5.6* 

 (140.62) (262.08)  

Hedges 

 

Reported speech 

34.56 

(46.04) 

35.06 

30.67 

(40.55) 

37.67 

27.98** 

 

88.03*** 

    NES                       EFLKE                         
( N = 14) ( N = 14) F  

    NES                         EFLKE                           
( N = 14) ( N = 14) F  
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Delineation 

 

Adverbs 

 

 

 

MANOVA Wilks’ Lambda 

(45.34) 

64.56 

(3.62) 

67.06 

(0.08) 

(30.65) 

49.17 

(14.39) 

50.67 

(12.27) 

 

 

20.7** 

 

35.4** 

 

 

 

50.26*** 

˜p < .10 ∗p < .05 ∗∗p < .01 ∗∗∗p < .001 

 

 

The means and standard deviations for the 

evaluative devices in both the English native 

speakers‟ and EFL Kurdish speakers‟ English 

narratives are displayed in Table 7. Again the 
frequencies of the evaluative devices were 

conducted by using the MANOVA analysis. The 

analysis in Table 7 indicates that there are 
significant differences in the use of seven 

evaluative variables (F=50.26, p < .001). The 

NES contained more instances of emotions, 
negatives, hedges, delineation and adverbs than 

the EFLKE. However, there are more examples 

of repetition and reported speech in the EFLKE 

than the NES. This suggests that the EFL 

Kurdish participants have challenges in using 
most of the internal evaluative devices in their 

English narratives. 

8.3 Comparing EFL Kurds’ Kurdish and 

English narratives: 

 

a. Narrative length

 

 

Table 8: Means and standard deviations for the narrative length in the EFL Kurds‟ Kurdish and 

English narratives 

EFLKK                                 EFLKE 

(N = 14)                                  (N = 14)                t 

 Mean Mean  

 (SD) (SD)  

Clause 104.5000 104.928 45.503*** 

 (191.71644) (170.6090)  

˜p < .10 ∗p < .05 ∗∗p < .01 ∗∗∗p < .001 

 

 

Table 8 presents the means and standard 

deviations of the narrative length in both the 
EFL Kurdish and English narratives. T-test was 

applied to gain the measurements of the number 

of clauses used by both groups. The statistics in 
Table 8 reveals that there is a significant 

difference in the Kurdish and English narratives 

told by the EFL Kurdish speakers in terms of 

length (t=45.503, p < .001).  On average the 
EFLKK used 104.5000 clauses and the EFLKE 

used104.928 clauses. This means that the 

Kurdish speakers told longer narratives in 
Kurdish than in English. 

b. Narrative Structure

 

 

Table 9: Means and standard deviations for narrative structure variables in the Kurdish EFL narratives 

 

 

Mean                          Mean 

(SD)                            (SD) 

Orientation 44.42 51.17 4.9* 

 (26.06) (11.56)  

Appendages 38.92 32.67 2.9 ˜ 

 (33.84) (37.72)  

Event 328.42 297.67 1.78 

 (375.57) (337.03)  

    EFLKK                        EFLKE                         
( N = 14) ( N = 14) F  
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Duratives 153.42 141.17 6.4* 

 (128.08) (115.71)  

Evaluation 34.42 32.17 18.09** 

 (40.20) (38.43)  

MANOVA Wilks’ Lambda   12.36** 

˜p < .10 ∗p < .05 ∗∗p < .01 ∗∗∗p < .001 

 

 

Table 9 presents the means and standard 
deviations for the narrative structure in the 

Kurdish and English narratives told by the 

Kurdish EFL speakers. MANOVA statistics was 

conducted to find out the measurements for five 
structural elements (orientation, appendages, 

events, duratives and evaluation). The 

multivariate analysis in Table 8 displays that 
there are significant differences within the two 

sets of narratives in terms of three structural 
elements (F=12.36,  p < .01). The EFL speakers 

used more duratives and evaluation in their 

Kurdish narratives than the English ones. 

However, the EFL speakers used more 
orientation in their English narratives than the 

Kurdish ones. 

c. Evaluative device

 

TABLE 10: Means and standard deviations for evaluative variables in the Kurdish EFL narratives 

 

 

Mean                          Mean 

(SD)                            (SD) 

Emotion 42.42 42.17 23.5**  

 (28.89) (24.29)   

Mental 33.42 37.67 18.9**  

 (41.61) (30.65)   

Intensifiers 47.92 59.67 98.9***  

 (21.11) (0.45)   

Defeat/negative 50.92 42.67 25.98**  

 (16.86) (23.58)   

Repetition 262.92 244.67 43**  

 (282.94) (262.08)   

Hedges 

 

Reported speech 

 

Delineation 

 

Adverbs 

 

 

 

MANOVA Wilks’ Lambda 

31.42 

(44.44) 

31.92 

(31.92) 

42.92 

(28.18) 

 

30.67 

(40.55) 

37.67 

(30.65) 

49.17 

(14.39) 

 

12.65* 

 

12.7* 

 

21.99** 

 

38.45** 

 

 

 

28.99** 

 

˜p < .10 ∗p < .05 ∗∗p < .01 ∗∗∗p < .001 

 

Table 10 displays the results of the means 

and standard deviations for the evaluative 
devices in the EFL narratives. Again MANOVA 

analysis was used to gain the measurements. As 

it is clear form Table 10, there are significant 
differences in the use of all the evaluative 

devices (emotion, mental, intensifiers, negatives, 

repetition, hedges, reported speech, delineation 

and adverbs) in both the Kurdish and English 

narratives told by the EFL speakers (F=28.99,   p 

< .01). The Kurdish narratives significantly 
included more instances of emotions, negatives, 

repetition, hedges, reported speech and 

delineation than the English counterparts, 
whereas, the English narratives contained more 

examples of mental, intensifiers and adverbs 

than the Kurdish narratives. 

 

    EFLKK                             EFLKE                           
( N = 14) ( N = 14) F  
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9. DISCUSSION 
 

Focusing on the narrative structural elements, 

this research explored how the EFL Kurdish 
speakers‟ stories deviate form the target 

language discourse norms. Supporting, Miami & 

McCabe (1995) claim that the Japanese mothers 
used less explicit evaluation than the American 

mothers; the participants in this study similar to 

the Japanese women used less explicit 
evaluation than the American participants. The 

Kurdish speakers used more instances of 

orientation and durative (descriptive) clauses in 

their Kurdish and English narratives compared 
to the American speakers. This suggests that the 

analysis of the structural elements in the 

participants‟ stories revealed a cultural pattern of 
difference between the American and the EFL 

Kurdish speakers‟ style of storytelling. 

Generally, the American speakers told longer 
narratives than their Kurdish counterparts. 

Moreover, the American stories significantly 

included more evaluative devices (emotion, 

mental, hedges, delineation, and adverbs) than 
the Kurds‟ Kurdish and English narratives. 

Another pattern of difference appeared in terms 

of the internal evaluative device of repetition 
where Kurdish speakers used more repetition in 

their Kurdish and English narratives than the 

American‟s narratives. This finding could be 

explained in line with the Kurdish cultural 
background that is affected by the Arabic 

discourse. Repetition is a trait that is also noticed 

amongst speakers of Arabic. There is a huge 
volume of literature reflecting upon repetition in 

written discourse. Although written and spoken 

discourse are not directly comparable, insights 
derived form study of written discourse may be 

relevant because they are closely related 

(Ebrahim, 2016). Johnstone (1991: 11) argued 

that repetition is one of the Arabic language‟s 
rhetorical devices, and mostly its discourse is 

structured by repetition. Since Kurdistan is part 

of Iraq, it suffered different types of oppression 
under the Ba‟ath regime. One form of 

oppression deprived Kurds of their rights to use 

the Kurdish language in constitutions, schools, 
universities and the media. Instead, Arabic was 

the official language at that time. Given that 

Arabic was the language that dominated 

schooling and the media, it is possible that the 
Kurdish language contains similar patterns to 

those found in the features of Arabic discourse, 

particularly in terms of repetition. As such, it is 
not surprising to find a rich pattern of repetition 

in the Kurdish style of storytelling (ibid). 

However, Johnstone (1991: 71) maintained that 

“English discourse rules (codified in rhetoric 

texts under “variety in word choice”) encourage 
writers to avoid repetition”. It might be for this 

reason that the English participants in this study 

preferred the use of other evaluative devises as 
emotion, negatives, hedges, delineation, and 

adverbs to repetition. 

The Kurdish participants in this study were 
not successful in producing the correct discourse 

norms that goes in line with that of the target 

language discourse (in this case English).  This 

might be because as Kang (2001:p. 145) said 
“acquiring the target language‟s culture-specific 

narrative style is one of the most important and 

difficult parts of second/foreign language 
learning”. Although the Kurdish participants had 

undergone twelve years of English schooling 

and are specializing in English language (fourth 
year students in the Department of English), and 

are expected to have acquired enough knowledge 

about English language, yet they produced a 

type of discourse that does not meet the norms 
and rules of the target language discourse or in 

other words that is inappropriate to the target 

discourse. The discourse type produced by the 
Kurdish speakers is mostly a product of 

transference form their first language 

particularly in terms of repetition. More clearly, 

the Kurdish participants transferred rules and 
norms from their L1 to their L2 particularly in 

terms of repetition as the participants used great 

amounts of repetitions in their English narratives 
(as they did in their Kurdish narratives); a style 

that is not preferred or accepted in the English 

language discourse.  This finding from this study 
also shed light to the difficulties that the Kurdish 

speakers might have in mastering other skills 

such as reading comprehension and writing as 

there is relationship between proficiency in 
narrative discourse and a range of literacy skills 

(Griffin, 1998). 

To summarize, the Kurdish EFL learners of 
English require more awareness about the norms 

and rules of the target language discourse. Also 

instructors need to be aware about the 
difficulties that theses learners face in producing 

a correct oral discourse in the target language 

and need to dedicate more focus and effort to 

improve this area. 
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10. LIMITATION OF THE STUDY 

 

This study may have some limitations. The 

sample size is modest to draw 
overgeneralizations about the results. In this 

study 32 narratives were used for the analysis. In 

the future research this could be overcome and 
recruit more participants for the analysis. This 

study is pure quantitative. The insights drawn 

from it would have been richer if both 
quantitative and qualitative methods were 

conducted. So in order to gain deep information 

and knowledge about the cultural variation of the 

participants‟ narrative style and their competent 
problems in producing a discourse in a target 

language, mixed methods (quantitative and 

qualitative) should be used. In terms of the 
elicitation techniques, children wordless story 

was given to the learners to tell stories. This 

might limit them to tell natural stories. 

 

11. CONCLUSION 

 

The analysis of the frog narratives in this 
study advances our understanding of the cross-

cultural studies of narrative generally and the 

acquisition of the second language particularly. 
The comparison of the frog stories produced by 

the Kurdish and native English speakers 

revealed that there are cultural patterns of 

differences in the style of story telling or in other 
words different preferred cultural patterns in the 

two cultures (Kurdish and English). While 

structuring their narratives in Kurdish and in 
English, the Kurdish speakers preferred to use 

the structural elements of orientation and 

descriptive clauses. However, the preferred style 
of story telling by the American speakers is the 

frequent use of evaluation whether explicit 

evaluation or internal evaluative devices but 

repetition. In terms of the evaluative device of 
repetition, the Kurdish participants tended to use 

greater amounts of repetition in both the Kurdish 

and English versions in comparison to their 
American counterparts. This frequent use of 

repetition in the Kurdish participants‟ narratives 

suggests that the Kurdish participants deviate to 
produce a correct discourse that is in harmony 

with the English language discourse strategies 

and which is considered to be inappropriate type 

of discourse. This reflects the difficulties that the 
Kurdish participants have in acquiring the 

correct required norms and rules of eliciting a 

native like discourse. 
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  پٌخجى
بٌ ئالاڤێن  (Labov& Waletzky, 1967 , Peterson &McCabe) ئىڤ ڤىلٌهیوى ل دوڤ رێبازا    

  بٌ پشمدارێن لٌرد دلىت و چىواییا ڤارێ  هێمٌهیوا رەگىزێن پێمًاثىیا گٌثارا ڤىگێڕاهێ  يىهسىهگاهدهێ
ڤارێ   ا چىواییا ئىڤێگٌثارا ڤىگێراهمی بىرامبىر گٌثارا ئیوگویزی ددەثى دیارلرن. يىروەس  بٌوها  ئىڤێ

ژ ثێرواهیوا ئسجراثیخیىثا گٌثارا رەوشىهبیری یا گٌثارا ڤىگێراهمی یا لٌردی و ئیوگویزی    بٌوهێ
 گىهگىشىدلىت.

پشمدارێن لٌردڤى ب يىردوو زماهێن لٌردی و   شروڤىلریوى لٌ ژ لایێ  ێ(بىق)ڤىلٌهىری روماهێن    
ئیوگویزی ڤىگێراین ڤىلٌهىری ب   ارێن ئىمریمی ب زماهێئیوگویزی ياثیوى ڤىگێران  ل گىل ئىوان پشمد

و ئالاڤێن   و پێمًاثىیا روماهێ  حىخت ل سىر درێژیا روماهێ  سىرەلی بٌ يىڤبىرلرهێ  شێٌەلێ
 روماهاهدا لریى.     د يىر سێ  يىهسىهگاهدهێ

دیارلر لٌ  چىهد حٌرێن حٌدايیان دهاڤبىرا ئىوان    MANOVAو ئامارێن   Tئىهخامێن ثێسجا      
گشجی ئىو روماهێن ئىمریمیان ڤىدگێران   روماهێن ئاخڤجومىرێن لٌرد و ئىمریمیدا يىهى. ب شێٌەلێ

درێژثربٌون ژ یێن لٌردان ب يىردوو زماهێن لٌردی و ئیوگویزی. پشمدارێن ئىمریمی گىهىك حٌرێن ئالاڤێن 
و  (وەسفی) بىروڤاژی پشمدارێن لٌرد لٌ ژمارەلا زور ژ رسجێن ساهٌخداهێ بماريیوان،  يىهسىهگاهدهێ

 بماريیوان.       و دوبارەلرهێ  دەربریوێن ئاراسجىلرهێ
 
 
 

 

 

 اهخلاضة
(Labov & Waletzky 1967)و (Peterson &McCabe, 1991)ا اهمقال اسجخدم موًجذي هلادوات    

اهجقِِمِة هدراسة اهعواضر اهًِموِة هخطاب اهسرد هومشارلِن اهمٌرد ولِفِة خروج يدا اهخطاب اهسردي من 
مسار اهخطاب الاهموِزي ولِفِة مواقشة يدا اهخروج من  موظٌر اسجراثِخِات اهخطاب اهثقافَ هوحٌار 

فدع اهجَ سرديا اهمشارلِن اهمٌرد يده اهدراسةقامت بجحوِن رواُات اهض .اهسردي اهمٌردي والاهموِزي
لان ثرلِز يدا اهبحح بطٌرة اساسِة  .اهوغجِن اهمٌردُة والاهموِزُة واهمشارلِن الامرُمِن باهوغةالاهموِزُة

و  Tهجائج فحص   .عوٍ اهمقارهة بِن طٌل اهرواُة وبوِة اهرواُة والادوات اهجقِمِة فَ اهرواُات اهثلاث
بطٌرة عامة  .بِوت ان يواك ثباُن لبِر بِن اهرواات اهجَ سرديا اهمٌرد ولامرُمِن MANOVAاحطائِات 

 .اهجَ سرديا اهمٌردباهوغجِن اهمٌردُة والاهموِزُة جوك  اهرواُات اهجَ سرديا الامرُمٌِن لاهت اطٌل من
د اهودُن اهمشارلِن الامرُمِن اسجخدمٌا عدد وافر من الادوات اهجقِمِة عوٍ خلاف اهمشارلِن اهمٌر

                                                                                .اسجخدمٌا عدد لبِر من اهخمن اهٌضفِة واهعبارات اهجٌحًِِة واهجمرار

 

  

 

 




